
GEOGRAPHY



At Thurton Church of England Primary School, we want our children to be fascinated about 
the world around them and the people in it. 

We aim to develop a desire to care for and nurture the Earth, in addition to an 
understanding of the impact of human beings in protecting the future of our planet. We 

intend to achieve this through their knowledge and understanding of physical processes and 
the link between physical environments and human activity.

It is our intention that children will leave our school with a strong understanding of, and 
respect for, the diversity of people and places and natural environments around the World. 

GEOGRAPHY: intent



Characteristics of good GEOGRAPHERS at Thurton C of E Primary School

 CURIOSITY: Being curious about 
the world around us. Wanting to 
know about places and the people 
who live there. Appreciating the 

wonders of our world.

 CHALLENGE: reading, following 
and constructing different types of 
maps, including computerized maps.

 COMMUNITY: understanding of 
how places are connected and are 
dependent on each other and how 
human and physical features are 

inter-related. 

 AN EYE FOR DETAIL: 
looking and noticing the world 

around us. Being able to describe 
human and physical features using 

geographical vocabulary.

 CREATIVITY: Geographers need 
to be able to look at the 

information they have and 
interpret and represent their own 

ideas.

 CITIZENSHIP: knowing where 
places are and being able to describe 

what they are like and what it 
might be like to live there.

 ADVENTURE: enjoying 
carrying out fieldwork and being 

keen to know more, making 
links to your own experiences.

 RESPECT: Showing respect for myself 
and others by celebrating the diversity of 
different places and cultures (ethnically, 

culturally and economically) and 
recognizing everyone’s unique experiences 
so that I can show compassion for others.



If you enjoy Geography you could become…

a marine biologist (an expert in sealife)

a forester

a farmer

a town planner

a landscape architect

a tour guide

a cartographer

a climate specialist

an ecologist



The key knowledge that the children will acquire is embedded within the National Curriculum for both 
key stages. At Thurton C of E Primary school we link this learning to the broader topics being covered 

each term in each class. Key skills and knowledge have been mapped for each year group and are 
progressive across the school. The use of accurate geographic vocabulary is a focus within each lesson. 

Each unit of learning is presented to the children as a learning journey with a clearly defined end point 
which can often be a project or investigation which will demonstrate their understanding. This allows 

children to understand the small steps in learning that need to take place to achieve the larger goal at 
the end of the of the journey. 

Use of the school grounds and the local area are encouraged to support learning and opportunities for 
learning further afield are planned for. 

GEOGRAPHY: implementation





Links to the broader curriculum are explicitly made. Teachers frequently check existing knowledge prior to starting a 

learning journey and links to previous and future learning are made clear.

As children move through the learning journey they are able to track how well they have performed at each stop 

through the use of colour coded feedback. At the end of each learning journey, knowledge and skills are reviewed and 

assessed. Feedback is shared with parents at termly learning conferences and twice yearly reports. 

GEOGRAPHY: impact


